A Cut Above the Rest

The BrickFast™ Wall Panel is designed to provide a true mechanical
attachment of thin brick to the Panel.

www.brickfastpanel.com

Build it Fast with BrickFast
The BRICKFAST® Wall Panel facilitates the installation of thin brick on
any project. It’s the only panel that was specifically designed to take
advantage of cut back and slot back thin bricks, and it is both easy to
install and cost-effective.

7 Reasons to Choose

BRICKFAST®
1. Saves time — panels are easy to install; thin brick installation is
faster with the BRICKFAST® Panel.
2. Saves money — requires half the amount of adhesive than other
products.
3. Has a Unique Design — the only product on the market with a
precision die-cut feature that allows dovetail bricks to be attached
mechanically.
4. It’s Effective — no need for a brick ledge; the panel carries the
weight of the brick.
5. Panels are Lightweight — each panel weighs approx. 7 lbs. per
foot (including brick & mortar).
6. Adds Beauty & Value — brick-sided homes and buildings have a
higher appraised value and lower maintenance.
7. Design Promotes Moisture Drainage — will not trap moisture
behind the brick or panel.

5 Easy Steps

In addition to over 10 years of experience in manufacturing, we also have 30+
years of experience in the thin brick industry. We feel our product is the best on the
market, and for this reason we offer a 20 year material warranty.
The BrickFast™ Panel can be made with 26-gauge G90 hot-dipped galvanized
steel as well as stainless steel. It works with a variety of colors and textures to
enhance the exterior of any building.

The combination of thin brick, stucco, and stone adds beauty and
value to any project.

The BrickFast™ Panel makes installing thin brick
affordable, simple, and fast. Our custom-made,
engineered steel panel supports the thin brick
veneer on both commercial and residential
buildings. It’s the perfect product for renovation
and new construction. It adds value to any
project while offering a cost-effective method of
installing thin brick.

The standard BrickFast panel is made of 28-gauge, architectural-grade, G60
hot-dipped, galvanized steel. It meets or exceeds the ASTM A653, E330
(transverse wind load), and E514 (water penetration).

Our BrickFast™ Panel is specially designed for a perfect fit with the
following thin bricks:

Endicott slot-back

Continental cut-back

MetroBrick slot-back

McNear cut-back

Visit their websites for information on colors, sizes, and textures.
You can find a link to all these sites on
www.brickfastpanel.com

Our patented BrickFast® panel system is the only panel specifically
designed to take advantage of thin brick’s dove tail back. Since it was
co-created by President and CEO of AsTech Associates, it has been
installed on a number of diverse projects nationwide.
BrickFast® panels are created custom for various Thin Brick
manufacturers, for both Dovetailed & Cut-Back Thin Bricks.

Try our panels, and you’ll see just how our product is
simply the best way to install Thin Brick.

For more information, contact:
AsTech Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 56
Midlothian, VA 23113
(804) 323-7088

Email us at info@brickfastpanel.com
Visit us at www.brickfastpanel.com

